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TRH
Sticky Note
If the upper text starts in the middle of a chapter, does that imply that even the palimpsest codex is not complete?

TRH
Sticky Note
Found in the Ambrosiana library is a distinct note C. 73. made of leather of the 4th quarter seventh century. It contains the Anthology of Eugyppius [died after 533], his collection of the works of D. Augustine. It begins with the words "quam consilium meum quod maius est vinculum ad perpetuitatem vestram quam illa quibus estis conligati si non solum absurdi etc." [= palmpsest p. 1 = microfilm 2b], namely from the middle of chapter 161. It ends in chapter 228, which is titled, "from the same first book," namely from the first book "On the Trinity."A palimpsest layer is evident, which contains both an anonymous commentary on the Gospel of Luke, and Old Testament, both assuredly a fifth century script. The commentary on Luke has already appeared, with what would be among the living, Professor of the Ambrosiana College Gaetano Bugati, however also not able to obtain the name of the author. He also profited nothing, although he wrote out many folios. I present a specimen here.







TRH
Sticky Note
The words "he did not know that there was a turn of affairs in heaven to change his spirit" do not exist, unless a gloss has been introduced into the text. On this he collected with the flap of the Old Italian collected by Sabatierio, a work not seen to be made useful, who read it and every one of the vulgar parchments. 

TRH
Sticky Note
There are also folios which appear to me to exhibit apocryphal books of the Old Testament. At least I would submit this from page 86, of which it is no trouble to give a specimen, "[block quote of Assumption Moses]".
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